Technologies. The merit selection procedures for professional positions and other positions in the
Library were modified during the past fiscal year to comply with Appendix B of the Cook
Settlement Agreement. While computerization of the application process for filling vacancies
appearsto be sound in theory, the implementation of the software delivered by Avue Technologies
has been fraught with problems, making the filling of vacancies exceedingly difficult.
When vacancies go unfilled or when classification actions dependent upon the Avue system are slow
to be administered, our members suffer. There is an increasing work load on existing staff due to
problems associated with the hiring of additional staff. Avue Technologies has apparently promised
to fix the numerous shortcomings. The Guild hopes that they will be successful, since filling
vacancies is a:[ absolutely crucial fimctiort. If the problems are not ci>nected during this final year,
the Guild is ready to work cooperatively with Library management to put in place a system that can
fulfill the human resources needs of the Library, free of subjectivity and bias in the merit selection
process.
The Library’s largest service unit is Library Services, which provides acquisitions, cataloging,
preservation, and reference services, in addition to administering other vital public programs. There
can be no doubt that the greatest challenge facing Library Services is its acute shortage of nonmanagement, professional staff. Year after year experienced staff leave the Library through
retirement or death, yet are never replaced. In many cases, these staff members are literally
irreplaceable because of their outstanding language expertise and their unique technical services
knowledge; they never had the opportunity to passon their knowledge to trainees becausethere has
been no succession planning at the Library. While we applaud Congress for the monies it has
provided in recent years for technological improvements at the Library, we must state unequivocally
that there simply is no substi~te for fully trained, experienced professional staff.
Our staff shortage is perhaps most critical in the Cataloging Directorate of Library Services, where
we have lost 205 FTE’s since 1990. While cataloging was once one of the Library’s crown jewels,
a world-renowned operation, now we can no longer afford to perform quality cataloging because
of insufficient professional staff. Acquisitions of materials continues to surge, while staff to catalog
those acquisitions has plummeted. Just since the end of fiscal 1997 there has been a 16% drop in
professional book cataloger staffing levels. Faced with these difficult circums~nces, Library
management has implemented various schemes to catalog more with less, all resulting in a
deleterious effect on the quality of our cataloging product and our once pristine data base. This is
a grave error because good cataloging is the foundation of good librarianship. Acquisitions and
reference staff cannot adequately perform their duties when they cannot rely on the accuracy of our
cataloging records. Moreover, this lack of quality has an obvious adverse impact on our patrons,
including Congress. Cataloging errors can make any work, including those about weapons
development in Iraq, or the political history of Afghanistan, disappearjust as completely as a thief s
raid on the stacks.
Last year the Cataloging Directorate did receive monies from Congress for a few new hires.
However, as yet we have been unable to fill those vacancies because of technical dif~culties,
including problems with AWE, the Library’s automated hiring system. On a more positive note,
we should remark that the Director for Cataloging has developed a new promotion plan which
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